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ROSE CHABUTRA: 
Pentagon and 10-Pointed Star
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ICE CHABUTRA: 
Hexagon and 6-Pointed Star
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At the very heart of the design brief for the Aga Khan Garden at the University of  

Alberta Botanic Garden was an exciting vision from His Highness the Aga Khan: 

How could the centuries-old traditions of the Islamic garden form be made 

newly relevant in the 21st century? With a new relevance established, what 

positive impact could an Islamic garden have in the contemporary lives of 

people? To begin exploring his vision, he proposed a list of travel destinations 

that included ancient and contemporary gardens of the Muslim World. In 

addition to facilitating these travels, he suggested the space of one year for 

our design team to engage in deep research to find a path to the answers of 

these important questions. As a landscape architecture firm deeply committed 

to both cultural and ecological research, Nelson Byrd Woltz was particularly 

appreciative of the prescient understanding that the authenticity of the 

contemporary garden design would only come through a physical immersion in 

the stones, plants, temperature, water and shade of these ancient places. 

During the travels to India and Egypt, I was able to visit many important 

architectural and landscape masterpieces. One of the most illuminating 

destinations was not amongst the luxurious palaces, forts, or pleasure 

gardens, but rather one of the most modest sites we visited: Ram Bagh, 

near Agra. At the time of our visit, the garden was in fairly poor condition 

and was reduced to the essential bones of the chahar bagh typology without 

the distraction of lush horticulture or decorative ornament. Here, one could 

observe a perfectly square sandstone plinth, contemporary in its sensibility, 

containing cisterns, tanks, canals, and rills elevated like a massive stone table 
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above floodable, sunken squares of grass that once were lush gardens. It was evident 

in this garden that these essential elements of the Mughal Islamic garden all had their 

formal roots in structures related to agriculture in arid environments. Life was inextricably 

tied to the careful storage, conveyance, and distribution of water, and the gardens of 

paradise were a formalization and ornamentation of these structures firmly rooted in the 

productive landscape. 

With a team of five landscape architects in our office conducting historical research over 

the course of a year, we expanded our investigation to address the ecological needs of 

Alberta and discovered a shortage of native seeds (including forbes, sedges, reeds and 

grasses) required for ecological restoration of vast post extraction landscapes. Could the 

garden we were designing at the University of Alberta become at once a pleasure garden, 

an educational experience, and a productive landscape embodying the vision from His 

Highness? From the essential agrarian roots of these garden forms comes an opportunity 

to cultivate seeds that could be distributed in service to the ecological needs of the 

Province, symbolic of the positive, radiating influence of Islam. 

There were many further suggestions from His Highness that were instrumental in the 

ongoing research for this project and shaping the design. He advised us to look closely at 

the sensorial experience of the Islamic garden and to look beyond the expected qualities 

of water, light, and fragrance. He guided us toward the subtleties of Islamic poetry to 

contribute whimsy and surprise amidst the geometric order of the garden, and he urged us 

to seek design clues that may lie in the magnificent history of Persian miniatures. Each of 

these suggestions is manifest today in the Aga Khan Garden.

As the philosophical concepts of the Aga Khan Garden were coming into focus, it was clear 

to our design team that this garden also needed to resonate with and engage the unique 

qualities of the Albertan landscape. The Aga Khan Garden, formally inspired by many 

gardens within the Islamic diaspora, needed to not only somehow feel Canadian, but also 

survive the extremes of cold at the 53 degrees north latitude. 

Through our firm’s commitment to ecological research, we knew that an understanding of 

the dynamics of the soil, horticulture, and water in this very cold climate would be the key 

to achieving a Canadian sensibility in the garden. The extraordinary staff of the University 
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of Alberta Botanic Garden generously shared results of plant hardiness trials for the 

region and guidance on the hydrology of the site and the expected winter conditions. 

Our team was able to cross-reference the University’s horticultural research with our own 

readings of Islamic poetry, descriptions of ancient gardens, and review of miniatures. This 

resulted in a satisfying family of plants including stone fruits, berries, roses, flowering 

perennials and bulbs that would survive the Albertan winter and have resonance with the 

history of Islamic gardens.

The bustan represents a significant portion of the Aga Khan Garden and is an historic 

landscape component rarely preserved in modern times. It was upon reading D. Fairchild 

Ruggles’, Islamic Gardens and Landscapes, that our team came to realize the importance of 

cultivated terrains that often surrounded the walled formal gardens and were composed of 

meadows, orchards, and hunting grounds. These landscapes were the most vulnerable part 

of the Islamic gardens as they were ephemeral by their very nature and easily developed or 

urbanized as they contained few, if any, permanent structures. Further readings by James 

Wescoat and direct guidance from His Highness led to the design of the sinuous paths 

weaving around the Calla Pond in distinct contrast to the formal geometry of the central 

garden. The bustan in the Aga Khan Garden is planted in drifts of native Canadian perennials 

and grasses and populated by twenty varieties of fruit including cherry, plum, apricot, pear, 

apple and crabapple. Here again, shared research from the Department of Agricultural, Life, 
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and Environmental Sciences at the University of 

Alberta was critical to understanding the hardiness 

of these trees and the dynamic of the surrounding 

landscape. As our design team began the detailing 

of the many masonry, steel, and stone structures 

that shape the garden, it became clear that we 

needed a deeper understanding of the meaning 

behind the geometric forms we were developing. 

Upon learning of a research and design program 

in Fez, Morocco, we sent one of our team to study 

Islamic pattern and geometry in design. The 

information she brought back to the office directly 

influenced the patterns of screens, pavement and 

fountains that shape the Aga Khan Garden today. 

The team’s research, and subsequent design of 

these garden elements, was selected for an Award 

of Honor from the Virginia Chapter of the Society 

of Landscape Architects. It was with gratitude and 

pleasure that our office presented a copy of the 

award certificate to His Highness directly.

The Aga Khan Garden is the result of a 

collaborative, research-driven design process 

that includes a multiplicity of voices including 

designers, scholars, scientists, and historians. 

On behalf of Breck Gastinger, Nathan Foley, Jen 

Trompetter, Sandra Nam Cioffi, and Thomas 

Woltz, we hope that the garden will meet the 

vision of His Highness the Aga Khan and be an 

agent for positive change in the environment of 

Alberta as an Islamic garden for the 21st century — 

and beyond.

 1 Entrance

 2 Woodland Bagh

 3 Talar

 4 Amphitheatre

 5 Nahr

 6 Chahar Bagh

 7 Jilau Khana

 8 Wetland Seed Banks

 9 Rose Bagh

 10 Mahtabi

 11 Ice Chabutra

 12 Bustan
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